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Dear editor

We read with pleasure the recent article in your journal on the cost-effectiveness of remote diabetic foot temperature monitoring by Brooks et al.¹ Diabetic foot ulcers pose a major healthcare burden, and insight into cost-effectiveness of treatments in this field is scarce, especially in preventing foot ulcers.² Studies with original data are clearly preferred to inform clinicians, researchers and policy-makers on the potential cost-savings and health gains of preventative interventions. But modelling analyses such as by Brooks et al can provide relevant insights.

For modelling analyses to be meaningful, assumptions must be based on both published evidence and clinical reasoning, and must be reasonable and logical. For a cost-effectiveness analysis on remote foot temperature monitoring, two assumptions are key: the potential effectiveness of the intervention, ie the number or percentage of (recurrent) ulcers prevented, and the treatment costs of one ulcer. Unfortunately, both assumptions made by Brooks et al are skewed towards finding positive outcomes on the intervention.

Regarding the potential effectiveness, the authors set the probability of ulcer recurrence in standard care at 40%, in line with current literature. However, an expected 19% re-ulceration in people who remotely monitor their temperature suggests a potential effect size >50%. While this aligns with data from studies from the 2000s, the two recent trials on this topic both show effect sizes around 25%.³,⁴ Further, recurrence rate estimates made by Brooks et al¹ for people non-adherent to temperature monitoring were similar to standard care (i.e. 40%), while these are likely higher, as non-adherence to temperature monitoring will be associated with general non-adherence to preventative treatment. As such, the assumptions made in the study by Brooks et al¹ are probably overestimations of the potential effectiveness of temperature monitoring.

Regarding the costs of ulcer treatment, an estimated 13 months average healing time for each ulcer is used, based on a paper that is almost 20 years old. This is an overestimation of costs for ulcer treatment, as it suggests an average >30,000 USD for each ulcer that develops. Recent studies consistently show average ulcer costs around 10,000 USD.⁵ Further, numerous observational cohort studies show median time to healing around 3 months, and one-year healing rates above 70%, indicating that 13 months average healing time is not reflecting current standard care. The restriction (in this letter) of five references and absence of a systematic review on this topic refrains us from referring to these studies. We are happy to provide these upon request.

Taken together, this means that the effectiveness of remote temperature monitoring is likely half as good as the authors modelled, while the costs related to each ulcer prevented are likely three times lower. For cost-effectiveness analyses, that suggests a six-fold reduction of potential effects, and a high likelihood that a device costing 1500 USD is not cost-effective.
An upcoming cost-effectiveness study using empirical data based on our RCT\textsuperscript{4} is forthcoming. Awaiting these results, modelling studies are needed, but should make realistic assumptions based on recent evidence, and should include sensitivity analyses with ranges of (realistic) assumptions.
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